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The Office of Communications at 
the Yale School of the Environment 
(YSE) is here to establish the 
School’s branding through a 
consistent voice and visual 
treatment that works in harmony 
with Yale’s visual identity. 
Each of us at the school — staff, faculty, 
students, and alumni —represent YSE  
in numerous interactions every day. We’re 
communicating about the school all of  
the time—in conversation, on social media,  
in talks, and presentations. 
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VISIBILITY TO PUBLIC

CHECK  
THE 
GUIDE

LET’S TALK!

So when do you need to call someone in the  
Office of Communications for advice or assistance? 
First and foremost, you can always ask us for input. 
Although we may not be able to take on every project 
request in-house, we welcome any opportunity to talk  
with you about your goals and the challenges you face.

As a general rule, we want to be more involved  
in communications that: 

• reach a larger and/or external audience, and/or 

• convey broad ideas about the school, as opposed  
to focused or functional information.

Please contact us at:
Office of Communications 
communications.yse@yale.edu
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OVERVIEW
The brand identity program for the Yale 
School of the Environment (YSE) has been 
developed to provide a consistent — yet 
spirited and adaptable — graphic personality 
for YSE. This document should provide a clear 
understanding of our objective to enhance 
the School’s brand on every digital platform 
and print publication. 

The YSE identity is composed of our mission 
statement — knowledge and leadership for  
a sustainable future — a proprietary wordmark, 
specific typeface families, color palettes, and 
both photographic and editorial voices.

The brand identity program informs and 
supports all aspects of communication and, 
through consistent use, establishes a visual 
system that is truly reflective of the spirit and 
programs of YSE.

The basic standards for the application  
of the identity are outlined in this booklet. 
The success of this identity system 
depends on every individual involved in its 
implementation continuously maintaining  
the standards presented here.

Mission

Typefaces

Voice

Photography

Colors

Wordmark

YSE Identity
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VISION AND MISSION
In May 2017, Yale School of the Environment 
(then Yale School of Forestry & Environmental 
Studies) released its first strategic plan in 
more than 10 years. The plan outlined the 
School’s priorities for the next five years and 
defined its vision and mission.

While the mission and vision statements 
may not always be used directly or 
referenced explicitly, their words should 
provide a foundation and guidepost for much 
of our communications. When developing 
communications, we would encourage you to 
consider how your messaging supports and/
or represents this shared mission and vision. 
For example, a student profile speaks to our 
role in helping to educate and train future 
environmental leaders. Our scholarship takes 
a “science to solutions” approach which is 
aimed at achieving a sustainable future for 
ourselves — and for future generations. 

If you’re unsure about how and when to 
incorporate the mission and vision into your 
communications, please contact the Angela 
Chen at the Office of Communications at 
angela.chen-wolf@yale.edu.

Knowledge and 
leadership for  
a sustainable future
Note our vision statement, “Knowledge and leadership for  
a sustainable future” is a phrase so does not require a period.

Yale School of the Environment aspires to lead the world 
toward a sustainable future with cutting-edge research, 
teaching, and public engagement on society’s evolving  
and urgent environmental challenges.

MISSION

VISION
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1-line wordmark

2-line wordmark

OFFICIAL WORDMARK
The official YSE wordmark is the most 
important component of the YSE Identity.  
It adheres to strict Yale University typographic 
specifications — not to be altered — and is 
derived by extending the Yale logo with the 
name of our school. Three versions of the logo 
are available for use on a variety of formats 
and applications. 

Whenever possible, the 1-line wordmark is the 
preferred version to use. If space restrictions 
prohibit use of the 1-line workmark, then please 
use the 2-line version. There is an additional 
compact wordmark version available for 
swag, and is provided through the Office of 
Communications by request only.

Yale logo School name

Wordmark Structure
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WORDMARK COLOR OPTIONS 

YALE BLUE
When possible, always use the YSE wordmark 
in the official Yale blue for all digital and print 
applications.

KNOCKED-OUT
A knocked-out (white) version of the 
wordmark may be used against a solid Yale 
blue background when appropriate. Avoid 
placing the knocked-out wordmark directly 
against a photograph.

BLACK
Black should only be used in cases where  
the color version is not possible. For example,  
a black and white newspaper advertisement.
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Minimum Size

.1"

CORRECT USAGE  
OF THE WORDMARK 

The official Yale School of the Environment 
wordmark files are available for download 
at environment.yale.edu/resources/brand-
identity/ or by contacting the Office of 
Communications. 

The logo should always be surrounded by  
a minimum amount of uninterrupted space. 
This space is equal to 2X the capital Y in “Yale” 
stacked vertically and stepped horizontally.
All logo files are created with the minimum 
amount of surrounding space included in 
the official files. If this is not visible in your 
project, be sure to import the file with the 
file’s artboard, and not cropping to the 
wordmark itself. 

For small applications, the cap height of the 
“Y” in the Yale logo shoud be a minimum of .1". 

Please use the logo sparingly to preserve its 
impact. For example, use it on the covers to 
brand a publication rather than on every page.

Minimum Clear Space

.1"
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Yale School of the Environment
Yale SCHOOL OF THE ENVIRONMENT

DO NOT recreate in type

DO NOT use any old versions

INCORRECT USAGE  
OF THE WORDMARK

The logo should not be recreated, distorted 
in shape, modified in color, or combined with 
any other logo or text. The previous School 
of Forestry & Environmental Studies (F&ES) 
wordmark has been retired and should never 
be used. DO NOT skew or stretch

DO NOT pair or “lockup” 
with the shield or any other 
illustrations

DO NOT change the color 

DO NOT “ghost” or tint the 
wordmark.
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THE SHIELD
The School’s shield should only be used for 
minimal heraldic or swag applications. The 
shield and wordmark should never be paired 
together in a configuration, but may each 
be used seperately. The same guidelines on 
page 9 apply to shield applications.

Here are some examples of appropriate uses 
of the shield. 

Please note the directive not to use the shield 
and wordmark in a “lock up” is from the Office 
of the University Printer and is requested of all 
schools and entities across Yale.
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THE FOREST SCHOOL
The Office of Communications is currently 
working with The Forest School to develop 
Forest School specific subbranding within 
the YSE branding, including guidelines on the 
appropriate use of each wordmark approved 
for The Forest School. In general, the primary 
wordmark should be used when there is no 
other indicator on the communication that 
The Forest School is part of the Yale School  
of the Environment. 

The Forest School faculty have also approved 
a school statement which can be used with 
the Yale Forest School wordmark to articulate 
the connection between The Forest School 
and the Yale School of the Environment. The 
statement should not be “locked up” or paired 
in a configuration with the wordmark, but is 
meant to appear on the same page.  

Please see pages 8–9 for wordmark usage 
guidelines. In no instance shall both the 
primary and secondary Forest School 
wordmarks appear together.

The Yale Forest School, building on a century 
of leadership in forestry and land conservation 
at the Yale School of the Environment.

Secondary Forest School Wordmark

Primary Forest School Wordmark

Forest School Statement
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TYPOGRAPHY
Use of typography in accordance with the 
standards presented in this guide plays a 
significant role in establishing a consistent 
voice and appearance through all YSE 
communications. The full YaleNew family 
includes 4 weights.

PRIMARY FAMILY: YALENEW
YaleNew is the official primary typeface 
and foundation of Yale University and YSE’s 
typographic program. It is a custom serif 
typeface that was developed specifically for 
Yale University. YaleNew may be downloaded 
for free from yaleidentity.yale.edu.

See the next page for the YSE secondary 
typeface family.

YaleNew Roman / YaleNew Italic

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  with italics

YaleNew Bold / YaleNew Bold Italic

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z

a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0  with italics
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TYPOGRAPHY
SECONDARY FAMILY: MALLORY
Mallory is Yale University and YSE’s secondary 
typeface family. It is a sans serif that has been 
designed to work in harmony with YaleNew. 
The full Mallory family includes eight weights.

Due to usage restrictions, the Office of the 
University Printer has a limited number  
of licenses for the Mallory fonts, and limits  
them to internal designers, art directors,  
and design managers. 

If there are materials that require the use  
of Mallory, please contact Angela Chen at the 
Office of Communications to discuss your 
needs at angela.chen-wolf@yale.edu.

Mallory Extra Light 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 ? !  with italics

Mallory Book 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 ? !  with italics

Mallory Bold 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 ? !  with italics

Mallory Black

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 ? !  with italics
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TYPOGRAPHY
DIGITAL FONT SUBSTITUTIONS
Times and Arial are the accepted replacement 
typefaces for situations where a universal 
font is needed (such as for business emails 
and digital presentation documents).

YaleNew

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 
O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n 
o p q r s t u v w x y z
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 ! ?  with italics

Mallory

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 
O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n 
o p q r s t u v w x y z
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 ! ?  with italics

Times 

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 
O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n 
o p q r s t u v w x y z
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 ! ?  with italics

Arial

A B C D E F G H I J K L M N 
O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n 
o p q r s t u v w x y z
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 ! ?  with italics
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COLOR
The YSE color family uses the official  
Yale University color palette. Yale Blue 
is deeply ingrained in the culture of 
the university and has served as a key 
institutional identifier since the late 1800s.  
It is the most appropriate base or accent color 
for projects originating from the university.

Alternate blues are also suggested for uses 
for which the official Yale Blue is not suitable 
for technical or aesthetic reasons.

Please note the colors shown here may 
look different from when it is printed or 
viewed on screen. Because of differences 
in paper, ink, and equipment, these process 
build percentages are provided as general 
guidelines only. Ask your designer and printer 
to match the official swatch book color. 
Specify an inline aqueous coating or varnish 
for all jobs with areas of solid color to prevent 
bronzing, reduce rub-off, and ensure an 
acceptable color match.

Yale Blue
High Intensity 
Blue

Low Intensity 
Blue Yale Gray

PMS 295U (uncoated) 
648C (coated)

660U 
660C

654U 
654C

Warm Gray 7U
Warm Gray 7C

CMYK 100/70/5/35 U 
100/75/8/40 C 

90/57/0/0 100/67/0/37 42/40/44/4

RGB 0/53/107 40/109/192 N/A 150/140/132

HEX# #00356B #286DC0 N/A #968C84

We are working on a secondary color palette to be used as a complement to the 
primary Yale color palette and in consulation with the Communications office. 
It will be made available as soon as possible.
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EDITORIAL VOICE
While there is no single voice that represents 
all of Yale School of the Environment, 
there are some commonalities in how we 
communicate about our School internally 
and, particularly, to external audiences. 
Overall, our voice is engaged, informed, and 
positive in tone! We are focused on finding 
innovative, implementable solutions to global 
environmental challenges. Although we 
produce knowledge and research that is often 
used to inform policy, we are not an advocacy 
organization, and are strictly non-partisan in 
our approach and outreach. We don’t seek 
to “lecture” our audiences on environmental 
sustainability, but to engage in dialogue about 
how we can best achieve a sustainable future, 
i.e., develop solutions that do the most good 
for the most people over the longest amount 
of time.  

Our collective voice is a good starting point, 
however, platforms and audiences can differ 
greatly, so it’s important to think carefully 
about your target audience when crafting 
communications. For example, how much 
time is your audience likely to have to digest 
this information, what other sources are 
competing for their attention (In general, 
it’s better to use as few words as possible to 
convey the information needed, but there may 

be times when your communications and your 
audience would benefit from more detailed 
communications.) 

While the Office of Communications is not 
able to provide hands-on writing assistance 
for every project, please reach out to our 
office if you’re unsure about the appropriate 
tone, voice or format for a particular 
communication and would like advice.   

Like Yale’s Office of Public Affairs and 
Communications (OPAC) and many major 
media outlets, the YSE Communications  
office uses AP Style in all written 
communications. For more information  
on AP Style:  www.apstylebook.com.

See page 17 for written samples.
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EDITORIAL VOICE
continued 

Formal Written Example 

In recent years, most efforts to expand New York City’s tree 
canopy — and thus strengthen the urban environment — have 
focused on planting new street trees or replacing non-native 
species with native trees in the city’s remaining forests. Yet 
citywide assessments have found that non-native trees have come 
to co-dominate the city landscape, calling into question these 
management strategies and the very value of urban forests. Those 
assessments might have been looking in the wrong place, Yale 
scientists say. 

Informal Written Example

Over the past several years, a Yale-led investigation has illustrated 
the key role of social networks — particularly of trusted community 
leaders — in promoting the adoption of solar technologies. A new 
study confirms that when it comes to convincing consumers to 
install solar panels, one factor stands out above all others: whether 
those community leaders practice what they preach.
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PHOTOGRAPHY VOICE
Please note we are working on guidelines  
for our photography tone and direction.  
It will be made available as soon as possible.

COMING SOON
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SUPPLEMENTAL ARTWORK 
Please note we are working on guidelines  
for our supplemental artwork style and 
direction. It will be made available as soon  
as possible.

 

COMING SOON
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STATIONERY SYSTEM
YSE follows the official Yale University 
stationery guidelines. Letterhead, envelopes, 
and business cards with the YSE wordmark 
are exclusively produced by Yale Printing & 
Publishing Services (known as YPPS). This is to 
ensure design and editorial consistency in the 
university-wide adopted system. Official Yale 
letterhead is printed on high-quality, 100% 
post-consumer, recycled paper watermarked 
with the new Yale logo.

E-letterhead files are provided in MS Word 
format — corresponding to the typography 
and layout of the printed form of Yale 
letterhead. 

Stationery orders should be placed by 
contacting Anne Marie Quirke at YPPS, 
 anne-marie.quirke@yale.edu.

Only one Yale logo or wordmark may appear 
on a letterhead or business card.

Yale  school of the environment
office of communications

300 Prospect Street
New Haven CT 06511 usa
t 203 432-3631
communications.yse@yale.edu
environment.yale.edu

January 17, 2009

Mr. Person Person

123 Anywhere Street

Anytown, Anystate 01010

Dear Mr. Person:

LoremDeliqui tat doloborem adit niat ip eummolor illuptat. Ut autet aut lutetue tat dolor adit alit nulput-

patio corper sequis nos nos enit aute min ut incinim dolutetue delit adipit, voluptat. Giat utpat, vulput vel 

ut laor sed dolortisim elis nisi exer augait aliquis do odit ulla cortincinci eugiat la feugiam enim vel dignit 

delit volobor sim ationse quatio et, venibh et venis dolobor sectem dolor alisim nullaore dionsequat, quam 

irilis nulla consectetue ver ipsusto et atis aliscil dit la augiat iuscipit lore dunt acincillam ilis niam, quamet 

nulla cortio dolum il dit praestrud et, veleseq uatet, se do odiamcor adip ex eum illaore magna faciliscipis 

adio el dipit, vero commolortie duis am, con ut lortis diat. Do et augiatu erciduis deliquis non henibh ea cor 

seniam, con veliquam velis alisci bla autpatem ing ero etumsan ullaortie commy num zzriusto erit acincilit 

wissi endion etum.

Unt venim zzrit at wisim et prat nulla con volore velendit velit, quamcon sequipsummy nim velesto odo-

luptat augiametuer ing euissis ex ex ea faccum vulput dolutpat. Volorper sim zzril eu feugiam zzrit utpatum 

zzrit lore tat. Ecte velit nim velis nulla consed do conullum illa feuguer ad mincilisim delesequate enim alis 

nonsequate diam, si blaore faciduip erat, core do odigniam ex el iriusto euiscin vel ipis adigna feuis eraessi.

Essim vel ullutat. Commodiam, sumsandiat, senisse tie do et, qui blamet wis nonum ero dit venim diam 

nulputetum nulla facil dui tet iriusto od minci tinis at adignis accum essi blanlaore conse eros nostie veli-

quatum zzrilla acil dio conum inim dolobor.

Yours truly,

Letter Writer

ANGELA CHEN-WOLF
Associate Director of Design

T 203 432-9696
angela.chen-wolf@yale.edu
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EMAIL SIGNATURE
YSE asks all faculty and staff members to use 
a standardized email signature in all internal 
or external communication related to the 
university. This signature gives recipients 
an understanding of the sender’s name and 
position in the university while maintaining 
credibility and professionalism. This signature 
represents Yale University and helps us 
maintain a consistent and cohesive brand.

An instructional PDF and MS Word document 
of the correct formatting for your email 
signature may be found at environment.yale.
edu/resources/brand-identity/.

Please note that the customized email 
signature for The Forest School reflects its 
unique role within the Yale School of the 
Environment. In general, the Yale School  
of the Environment email signature (above) 
should be used.

The Communications office is working with 
The Forest School to develop a new Yale 
Forest School website in the meantime the 
url for Yale Forest Forum can be used in email 
signatures.

Signature style A: Standard  
 
— 
Full name, academic credentials (credentials optional) 
Job title 
Name of office/entity/affiliation to school (optional) 
T 203-000-0000 (tel. number using dashes) 
C 203-000-0000 (cell number using dashes, optional) 
F 203-000-0000 (fax number using dashes, optional) 
emailaddress@yale.edu (lowercase and turn into a live hyperlink) 
Pronouns: they/them/theirs (optional) 
 
Yale School of the Environment 
environment.yale.edu 
 
 
 
Signature style B: The Forest School 
 
— 
Full name, academic credentials (credentials optional) 
Job title 
203-000-0000 (tel. number using dashes)  
emailaddress@yale.edu (lowercase and turn into a live hyperlink) 
Pronouns: they/them/theirs (optional) 
 
Yale School of the Environment 
The Forest School 
environment.yale.edu 
yff.yale.edu 
 
 
 
Signature style C: Centers or Programs 
 
— 
Full name, academic credentials (credentials optional) 
Job title 
Name of Center, Program or Initiative 
203-000-0000 (tel. number using dashes)  
emailaddress@yale.edu (lowercase and turn into a live hyperlink) 
Pronouns: they/them/theirs (optional) 
 
Yale School of the Environment 
environment.yale.edu 
entity.yale.edu 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Signature style D: Multiple appointments 
 
— 
Full name, academic credentials (credentials optional) 
Job title, Name of School, Center, Program or Initiative 
Job title, Name of School, Center, Program or Initiative 
203-000-0000 (tel. number using dashes)  
emailaddress@yale.edu (lowercase and turn into a live hyperlink) 
Pronouns: they/them/theirs (optional) 
 
Yale School of the Environment 
environment.yale.edu 
entity.yale.edu (list web addresses of YSE Centers/Programs/Initiatives  
under Yale School of the environment, do not include names) 
 
Name of School, Center, Program or Initiative (If not part of YSE) 
entity.yale.edu 
 

Style A (Standard)

Style D (Multiple Appointments)

Signature style A: Standard  
 
— 
Full name, academic credentials (credentials optional) 
Job title 
Name of office/entity/affiliation to school (optional) 
T 203-000-0000 (tel. number using dashes) 
C 203-000-0000 (cell number using dashes, optional) 
F 203-000-0000 (fax number using dashes, optional) 
emailaddress@yale.edu (lowercase and turn into a live hyperlink) 
Pronouns: they/them/theirs (optional) 
 
Yale School of the Environment 
environment.yale.edu 
 
 
 
Signature style B: The Forest School 
 
— 
Full name, academic credentials (credentials optional) 
Job title 
203-000-0000 (tel. number using dashes)  
emailaddress@yale.edu (lowercase and turn into a live hyperlink) 
Pronouns: they/them/theirs (optional) 
 
Yale School of the Environment 
The Forest School 
environment.yale.edu 
yff.yale.edu 
 
 
 
Signature style C: Centers or Programs 
 
— 
Full name, academic credentials (credentials optional) 
Job title 
Name of Center, Program or Initiative 
203-000-0000 (tel. number using dashes)  
emailaddress@yale.edu (lowercase and turn into a live hyperlink) 
Pronouns: they/them/theirs (optional) 
 
Yale School of the Environment 
environment.yale.edu 
entity.yale.edu 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Style B (for The Forest School only)

Signature style A: Standard  
 
— 
Full name, academic credentials (credentials optional) 
Job title 
Name of office/entity/affiliation to school (optional) 
T 203-000-0000 (tel. number using dashes) 
C 203-000-0000 (cell number using dashes, optional) 
F 203-000-0000 (fax number using dashes, optional) 
emailaddress@yale.edu (lowercase and turn into a live hyperlink) 
Pronouns: they/them/theirs (optional) 
 
Yale School of the Environment 
environment.yale.edu 
 
 
 
Signature style B: The Forest School 
 
— 
Full name, academic credentials (credentials optional) 
Job title 
203-000-0000 (tel. number using dashes)  
emailaddress@yale.edu (lowercase and turn into a live hyperlink) 
Pronouns: they/them/theirs (optional) 
 
Yale School of the Environment 
The Forest School 
environment.yale.edu 
yff.yale.edu 
 
 
 
Signature style C: Centers or Programs 
 
— 
Full name, academic credentials (credentials optional) 
Job title 
Name of Center, Program or Initiative 
203-000-0000 (tel. number using dashes)  
emailaddress@yale.edu (lowercase and turn into a live hyperlink) 
Pronouns: they/them/theirs (optional) 
 
Yale School of the Environment 
environment.yale.edu 
entity.yale.edu 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Style C (Centers and Programs)
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POWERPOINT TEMPLATE
A YSE base-level branded PowerPoint template 
is available for use by all faculty and staff.  It 
is intended as a foundational starting point 
only — one that provides users with the proper 
branding elements, such as the wordmark and 
Yale color palette. It is then up to the user to 
develop and design their presentation as they 
need, since it is not possible to create a one-
size-fits-all template due to the vast array of 
differences in the content presented.

We suggest using Times and/or Arial for  
the fonts.
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PROMOTIONAL MATERIALS 
Please note we are working on policy, process 
and guidelines for promotional materials 
and swag to ensure they are sustainable 
and reflect YSE’s mission and beliefs. These 
guidelines will be made available as soon  
as possible.

 

COMING SOON
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SAMPLE APPLICATIONS
Here are some examples of the graphic 
components described in these guidelines 
presented in various applications.

DEGREES
• Master of Forestry* (M.F.)
• Master of Forestry Science (M.F.S.)
• Master of Environmental Management (M.E.M.)
• Master of Environmental Science (M.E.Sc.)
* The two-year Master of Forestry is a professional degree reviewed 

and accredited by the Society of American Foresters (SAF).

WHY F&ES
• $5.3 million USD in scholarships 
• Alumni in 86 countries 
• Internationally recognized degree
• Tradition, expertise and resources
• Founded in 1900

Priority Application Deadline  
is December 15, 2019

Office of Admissions & Financial Aid 
300 Prospect Street, New Haven, CT 06511
t: 800 825-0330 or 203 432-5106 
e: fesinfo@yale.edu

environment.yale.edu/go

Knowledge and leadership  
for a sustainable future

Welcome to the inaugural Global Environmental Justice Conference at the Yale 
School of Forestry & Environmental Studies, supported by The Graciela Chichilnisky 
Environmental Fund in Honor of Natasha Chichilnisky-Heal.

We are pleased you are joining us for our inaugural year focused on emerging scholars! 
This theme is in honor of the intellectual legacy and memory of Natasha Chichilnisky-
Heal, a young scholar concerned with natural resource management and global 
environmental inequities. Through panel presentations, poster sessions, discussions and a 
keynote address, we will explore pressing topics related to human rights, natural resource 
extraction, environmental governance, health disparities, climate change, and multiple 
knowledge systems and ways of being in an environmental context.

We believe our strength as a community is in our sharing of knowledge, perspectives, 
and experiences. With that in mind we have designed this conference to specifically 
support new connections, collaboration and knowledge sharing. We hope you participate 
in shaping our thinking through one more of these knowledge sharing opportunities: the 
framing questions we asked during registration, the extended discussion time available 
after each panel, the “learning wall” prompts as, well as the opportunities to connect and 
deepen relationships. 

In closing, we would like to thank each of you for attending our conference and 
bringing your expertise to our gathering. By bringing together scholars, practitioners, and 
students from across disciplines we will engage deeply with challenges and opportunities 
for justice experienced by communities around the world. We hope the inaugural Global 
Environmental Justice Conference will be the first of many opportunities to gather as a 
community and advance the cause of justice worldwide.

Sincerely,

    
Amity Doolittle  Michelle Bell

2019 GLOBAL EN VIRONMENTAL JUSTICE CONFERENCE CO - CHAIRS

FRAMING
We want to establish a clear set of assumptions for how we will interact 
in order to invite dialogue and collaborative learning throughout the day. 

One way we are doing this is through more structured questions. 
During panel discussions please attend to the questions you bring 
to the group and prepare to make the distinction between clarifying 
questions and probing questions. Clarifying questions call for brief, 
factual responses and are often descriptive in nature. Probing questions 
are intended to promote deeper thinking about an issue. They are not 
recommendations with a question mark attached! A good probing 
question will open assumptions, generate more questions, evoke deeper 
meanings, or encourage perspective taking.1

Another way we are doing this is through establishing community 
agreements to guide our interactions. We ask that you honor these 
community agreements as we gather today. 

•	 Assume best intentions and acknowledge  
impact responsibly.

•	 Invite dialogue through listening actively, asking questions, 
and speaking from your own experience. (“I” instead of 
“they,” “we,” and “you”).

•	 Do not be afraid to respectfully challenge one another by 
asking questions, but refrain from personal attacks - focus 
on ideas. Remember the goal is not to agree - it is to gain a 
deeper understanding.

•	 Contribute to a culture of shared responsibility for learning 
- community growth depends on the participation and 
inclusion of every individual voice.

Thank you for contributing to a vibrant conference!

1   Thompson-Grove, Gene. “Pocket Guide to Probing Questions.” School Reform Initiative, 
30 Mar. 2017, https://www.schoolreforminitiative.org/download/pocket-guide-to-probing-ques-
tions/.
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 “Twenty million Americans took to the streets —  

that was 10 percent of the population. Could 

you imagine that today? All of those people 

coming together on a common view, for the 

well-being of our planet and for all life? That’s 

my hope, that we may see that again.”

FRANCES BEINECKE ’71 B.A. ,  ’74 M.F.S. 
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